CONSTANTIA BOWLING CLUB
MEN’S CLUB COMPETITIONS 2018/2019

NAME & SURNAME:(Please print)__________________________________________________
Please complete this form and return to the Competition Secretary (Kevin Pattenden), together with your
money. For the pairs entries insert your partners name but pay for yourself only.
PLAYING CONDITIONS.
1.
2.
3.
4.

To be played on Saturday afternoons and Sunday mornings.
If unable to play when carded, players must ensure the game is complete before the next weekend.
Any member who cannot fulfil his commitments must withdraw and give a “walk over”
Leave. If you are going on leave over a long period (e.g. overseas trip) and this could cause a hold
up of club competitions, please do not enter the competitions.
5. ONLY WPBA competitions, squad training and Bowls SA competitions will take precedence over
club competitions.
6. In the case of SINGLES, double banking applies in ALL INSTANCES. Losers to mark the next
round.
7. All competition cardings for the ensuing weekend will be posted on the board by Tuesday am.
THE CLUB WILL CIRCULATE 2018/19 DETAILS WHEN AVAILABLE
Competition Type

Cost

Played about when?

Partner Name
(if applicable)

Entry
Amount

Open Singles

OR
Senior Singles
Nominated pairs
(3 bowls)
Drawn 2 wood trips

Two Wood Singles
Hurricane Pairs
(2 bowls)
2 x4x2 Drawn pairs

Mixed pairs
(3 bowls)
TOTAL

R

NOTE:

SIGNED: _______________________ DATE: __________

Receipt No:________
PTO

Dear fellow bowlers,
Herewith a short description of each event you can enter:
1. OPEN SINGLES
This prestigious event is any members dream to win, pit your skills amongst the clubs top bowlers,
and obtain the notorious pseudonym called the “Giant Killer”. Have your name engraved on the cup
alongside previous winners who strived for the challenge. First to 21 shots results is the winner.
2. SENIOR SINGLES
Just as prestigious, the senior singles, you may only enter one or the other singles event,
experience the cunning mastery of veteran bowlers, watch the stylish deliveries as there bowls
navigate to the jack. First to 21 shots results is the winner.
3. NOMINATED MENS PAIRS (3 BOWLS)
This competition you may choose your partner, choose wisely, as you will be confronting deadly
combinations of skill and class. Make sure you use your first bowl wisely, as international rules
apply three bowls only. Winner after 15 ends during playoffs, then after 18 ends for the semis and
final. Be ready to play 2 games per day,
4. DRAWN TWO WOOD TRIPS
This fast paced exciting trips competition, tests your drawing skills to the limits, and is being
targeted as one of the main events for the season, get your entries in soon. Winner after 10 ends
during playoffs, then after 15 ends for the semis and final. Be ready to play 3 games per day in the
early rounds.
5. TWO WOOD SINGLES
This Club has produced some exceptional 2 wood bowlers, Logan Pearson, Peter Harvey to name
a few, get involved in this competition at your peril, deliver the jack to opponents weakness, no
centring and nail it. Winner after 21 shots.
6. HURRICANE PAIRS ( 2 BOWLS)
Yet another 2 wood game, designed to make or break you and your partner, extreme accuracy and
tactics required. Winner after 15 ends.
7. 2x4x2 DRAWN PAIRS
This challenging format allows growth and experience as you play Skip or Lead alternately, play
shots you only dreamed of, pick up the challenge and work out the enemies weaknesses. Winner
after 21 ends.
8. MIXED PAIRS (3 BOWLS)
Another very popular competition, where either sex may skip. Compatibility is a must, as you try and
conquer the enemy with tactical drawing from most ladies, and agro from the men. Winner after 15
ends during playoffs, then after 18 ends for the semis and final.
Make sure you choose wisely, competition money not refundable, prize money dependant on entries, with
maybe a few surprises. 
All the best for when the new season starts. Regards Kevin Pattenden

